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Should the provision of prenatal genetic testing and diagnosis take into account
the rights and interests of the future person?
INTRODUCTION
The moral and medical necessity to save lives is a driving force, constantly accelerating
technological progress. The different medical procedures, tests and treatments that are
now available prior to birth have shown the potential to increase the understanding of
chronic genetic conditions. However, considering the possibility of applying some of
these techniques in clinical trials requires a different analysis of the persons that may be
harmed by these techniques. In this paper, we will be addressing an illustrative case in
which gene editing techniques in human embryos are accepted and allowed1 in clinical
trials. We will be arguing whether the use of this technique will possibly harm future
persons’ genetic integrity (who will be born with a genetic modification).
Genetic integrity is the condition of the genome being ‘whole’ or undivided, 2 which
includes the combination of all the different criterions of personal identity (including
traditional features of identity, genetic identity, and the additional properties of identity).
For our illustrative case, the subjects who are being harmed are future persons,
because even if they do not exist at the time of the genetic modification, they do exist as
genetic persons. Thus, the intrusion of someone over future persons´ genetic makeup
will inflict harm on their genetic integrity.
In Chapter 1, we will address the development of prenatal genetic tests and diagnosis
techniques. In Chapter 2, we will define who we think future persons are, will highlight
some of the important debates that have been raised around the concept, and will
consider if we owe any duty to them now. In Chapter 3, we will discuss the possible
ways future persons may be harmed and will define a baseline for this possible harm. In
1

By “accepted and allowed”, we are assuming that most of the ethical and legal issues has been
overtaken, and the technique is safe enough to be applied in human beings.
2
Vorstenbosch, Jan. "The concept of integrity. Its significance for the ethical discussion on biotechnology
2
Vorstenbosch, Jan. "The concept of integrity. Its significance for the ethical discussion on biotechnology
and animals." Livestock Production Science 36.1 (1993): 109-112, page 110.
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Chapter 4, we will address the possible ways to extend the application of some of the
current legal frameworks in order to be applicable for future persons. Finally, we will
conclude that the harm to future persons’ genetic integrity can only be avoided by
banning the technique, thus, the law needs to extend the protection to future persons so
the dignity and living vital body of someone who will exist in the future will be
safeguarded in advance.
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CHAPTER 1
Prenatal genetic techniques
During the last decades, the development of new genetic techniques to access the
foetus during pregnancy has been enormous and continues to expand. Prenatal
diagnostic techniques “are already the most widespread application of genetic
technology to humans.”3 There are different assumptions of why these techniques have
been developed. Some may argue that it is more of a cultural and social rather than
scientific trend,4 while others may argue that there is a real need for these techniques
and the development of new genetic technology. 5
Nowadays, we tend to define health as something normal and good, and disease as
something bad and abnormal that should be treated.6 According to the World Health
Organization, “[h]ealth is a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and
not merely the absence of disease or infirmity.” 7 However, the requirement of a
complete health can be impractical because it “is neither operational nor measurable”8
and in some ways it intrinsically incites the medicalisation of society.9 We feel we have
the need to diagnose what is wrong or incomplete in our body and prescribe drugs to be
completely healthy again. Moreover, with this definition we also imply, a priori, that
3

Lippman, Abby. "Prenatal genetic testing and screening: constructing needs and reinforcing inequities."
Am. JL & Med. 17 (1991): 15, page 15.
4
For example, ultrasonographic examination of the foetus is performed routinely in most of pregnant
women despite the contrary advice from professional guidelines. Informed consent is not obtained
because of the routinely of the procedure during pregnancy, and because, for some, the mother is only a
“patient´s fiduciary”, and the patient is the baby. For more information, see: Chervenak, Frank A.,
Laurence B. McCullough, and Judith L. Chervenak. "Prenatal informed consent for sonogram: an
indication for obstetric ultrasonography." American journal of obstetrics and gynecology 161.4 (1989):
857-860, page 858; and Lippman, Abby. "Prenatal genetic testing and screening: constructing needs and
reinforcing inequities." Am. JL & Med. 17 (1991): 15, page 16.
5
As our “special moral duty of providing health care.” (See: Zohar, Noam J. "Prospects for “genetic
therapy”-can a person benefit from being altered?." Bioethics 5.4 (1991): 275-288, page 275).
6
Lippman, Abby. "Prenatal genetic testing and screening: constructing needs and reinforcing inequities."
Am. JL & Med. 17 (1991): 15, page 16.
7
Preamble to the Constitution of the World Health Organization as adopted by the International Health
Conference, New York, 19-22 June, 1946; signed on 22 July 1946 by the representatives of 61 States
(Official Records of the World Health Organization, no. 2, p. 100) and entered into force on 7 April 1948.
8
Jadad, Alejandro R., and Laura O’Grady. "How should health be defined?." Bmj 337 (2008).
9
Ibid.
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people with chronic diseases, disabilities or a genetic condition are unquestionably ill,
because they are not completely healthy. A genetic disorder do not necessarily mean a
disability, instead, it could just mean a different condition of life which is not necessarily
malignant.10
The improved accuracy of results obtained by the new prenatal genetic techniques is
shaping new abnormalities that we did not know existed before and that do not
necessarily need to be considered as a disease that need to be treated. This
improvement, perhaps unnecessarily, increases the need for intervention, screening,
diagnosis, and even modification of our genes prior to birth. Hence, the new trend of
health and disease is oft spoken through the “language of genetics”.11 “Geneticization
refers to an ongoing process by which differences between individuals are reduced to
their DNA codes, with most disorders, behaviours and physiological variations defined,
at least in part, as genetic in origin. It refers as well to the process by which
interventions employing genetic technologies are adopted to manage problems of
health.” 12 With this perception of genetics, scientists and genetic researchers are
generally finding, or trying to find, the cure for a huge branch of diseases or disorders,
as well as to increase our understanding of genetic conditions in the research sphere
and, eventually, to apply this knowledge in clinical trials.13
Genetic testing, in general terms, helps us to find out whether a person is carrying a
gene that is causing or that may cause in the future a particular medical condition.14
Nowadays, one of the most common and widespread genetic activity is prenatal
10

Lippman, Abby. "Prenatal genetic testing and screening: constructing needs and reinforcing inequities."
Am. JL & Med. 17 (1991): 15, page 17.
11
Ibid, page 18.
12
Ibid, page 19.
13
This perception of genetics is leading us to find solutions to health and social problems through a
genetic prism (See: Duster, Troy. Backdoor to eugenics. Psychology Press, 2003, page 164.) Also
determined “how intellectual and financial resources are applied to resolve the health problems… [and
influencing] our values and attitudes.” (See: Lippman, Abby. "Prenatal genetic testing and screening:
constructing needs and reinforcing inequities." Am. JL & Med. 17 (1991): 15, page 18.) There is a
premature labelling of disease as genetic, leading most of the funding to these areas, and decrementing
others. (See: Edlin, Gordon J. "Inappropriate use of genetic terminology in medical research: a public
health issue." Perspectives in Biology and Medicine 31.1 (1987): 47-56). Even though these are important
issues related to the term of geneticising medicine and society, and how public funding and policies are
developing, we are not going to addressed them in this dissertation.
14
National Health Service (NHS), available at: http://www.nhs.uk/Conditions/Genetics/Pages/genetictesting-and-counselling.aspx
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diagnosis15 which refers to “all the techniques currently in use or under development to
determine the physi(ologi)cal condition of a foetus before birth.”16 17
Prenatal diagnosis techniques are presented as a way of gathering enough information
about a woman’s personal health and pregnancy risks in order to expand or to respect a
woman’s reproductive choices – allowing her to make an informed, autonomous and
non-coerced decision based on that information. 18 Thus, “[a]bridgement of that
autonomy – explicitly or implicitly – would diminish the value of [these techniques] and
undermine the achievement of their goals.” 19 Nonetheless, beside the respect of
autonomy, the value of these techniques includes other important matters that should
not be diminished either. For example, children who are going to be born after these
techniques should not be seen diminishing their value as persons to merely products
that we may want to produce or to discontinue;20 or future persons who will be born with

15

Rapp, Rayna. "12 The Power of" Positive" Diagnosis: Medical and Maternal Discourses on
Amniocentesis." Representations of motherhood (1996): 204.
16
Lippman, Abby. "Prenatal genetic testing and screening: constructing needs and reinforcing inequities."
Am. JL & Med. 17 (1991): 15, pages 19 – 20.
17
These techniques are, for example, procedures as maternal serum screening, ultrasonographic
examination of the foetus, amniocentesis, or chorionic villus sampling. (See: Diana W. Bianchi. Part V:
Genetics. Chapter 18 – Prenatal Genetic Diagnosis, pages 186 – 193. In: Taeusch, H. William, et al.
Avery's Diseases of the Newborn. Elsevier Health Sciences, 2005, pages 186 to 189).
Moreover, in order to prevent miscarriages during pregnancy in cases of foetuses with a genetic disease,
the preimplantation genetic diagnosis (PGD) technique has been developed. PGD involves checking the
genes and/or chromosomes of embryos created through IVF. (See: Handyside, Alan H., et al. "Birth of a
normal girl after in vitro fertilization and preimplantation diagnostic testing for cystic fibrosis." New
England Journal of Medicine 327.13 (1992): 905-909). Assisted reproductive technologies (ART), like invitro fertilisation (IVF), apply the PGD technique in order to remove eggs from women´s ovaries before
they are fertilised with sperm in a laboratory. Then, the embryo(s) without the genetic disorder is identified,
chosen and re-implanted in the uterus (See: Diana W. Bianchi. Part V: Genetics. Chapter 18 – Prenatal
Genetic Diagnosis, pages 186 – 193. In: Taeusch, H. William, et al. Avery's Diseases of the Newborn.
Elsevier Health Sciences, 2005, page 191. In addition to PGD, pre-implantation genetic screening (PGS)
is also available. Chromosomal abnormalities are another cause of miscarriages, so the chromosomes of
embryos conceived by IVF or intra-cytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI) are checked for abnormalities
(more information in the webpage of the HFEA, available at: http://www.hfea.gov.uk/PGD.html)
18
President's Commission for the Study of Ethical Problems in Biomedical and Behavioral Research:
Screening and Counselling for Genetic Conditions: The Ethical, Social, and Legal implications of Genetic
Screening, Counselling, and Education Programs, Report (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1983), 55.
19
Ibid.
20
For instance, treating people, parts of people or future persons as commodites (See: Rothman,
Barbara Katz. "Recreating Motherhood Ideology and Technology in a Patriarchal Society." (1989)).
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a genetic modification should not have diminishing the value of their genetic integrity21
by permitting the intrusion of a third person in their genetic makeup.
For several years, questions surrounding research and the possible application of
human genome editing techniques in clinical trials have been a common thread in many
discussions in medical law.22 The enormous potential of research in genetics of doing
“much good for society”23 cannot be misjudged. Considering the possibility of applying
some of these techniques, which are still under research, in clinical trials, requires
different analysis of the values and persons that may be harmed by these techniques.
Hence, until recently, it was not necessary to address the issue of whether a future
person (who is being tested and genetically modified while still a foetus) should be
protected or not.
The United Kingdom (UK) has been one of the pioneers in genetic healthcare and
research. These activities are regulated by the Human Fertilisation and Embryology
Authority (HFEA), which was established through the Human Fertilisation and
Embryology Act 1990 (Act). The Act allows some techniques, procedures or activities
only with license24 issued by the HFEA, whilst totally prohibiting others.25 The most
recent granted license was in February of this year,26 when the HFEA approved the
21

The term genetic integrity will be addressed in Chapter 3.
Chalmers D. Chapter 6: International Medical Research Regulation: From Ethics to Law. In: McLean, S.
ed. Fist Do No Harm. Law, Ethics and Healthcare. Aldershot: Ashgate, 2006.
23
Henanghan M. The ‘Do No Harm’ Principle and the Genetic Revolution in New Zealand. In: McLean, S.
ed. Fist Do No Harm. Law, Ethics and Healthcare. Aldershot: Ashgate, 2006, page 512.
24
The activities which can only be carried out with a license issued include: a) creating human embryos
(section 3(1)); b) using or keeping human embryos (section 3(1A)); c) storing gametes(section4(1)(a));
d) using sperm (other than partner donated sperm which has not been processed or stored) to provide
treatment services (section 4(1)(b)); e) using the eggs of a woman which have been processed or stored,
or the eggs of any other woman, to provide treatment services (section 4(1)(b)); f) procuring, testing,
processing or distributing gametes intended for human application (section 4(1A); g) creating, keeping or
using human admixed embryos (section4A(2)); and h) mixing human gametes with animal gametes
(section 4A (2)).
25
The activities which are absolutely prohibited: a) placing non permitted gametes or embryos in a
woman (including human admixed embryos, non-human embryos or gametes)(sections 3(2) and 4A(1);
b) keeping or using a human embryo or human admixed embryo after the appearance of the primitive
streak (sections 3(3)(a) and 4A(3)); c) placing a human embryo or human admixed embryo in an animal
(sections 3(3)(b) and 4A(4); and d) using female germ cells taken or derived from an embryo or fetus, or
using embryos created by using such cells, for the purposes of providing fertility services for a woman
(section 3A).
26
As an example of other licensed procedure that has been approved by the HFEA, we can mention the
followings: cloning in human embryos was granted its first license in August 2014, and in May of next
22
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proposal from the Francis Crick Institute (FCI) to renew their laboratory licence and to
include gene editing of human embryos using the CRISPR/Cas9 technique. This
technique has sparked off debates around the world27 because the manipulation and
possible modification of human embryos is not a mere act of curiosity anymore. 28 Now
there is the possibility that this technique could be applied in clinical trials in the
foreseeable future. Nevertheless, many people with different social and ethical concerns
over the technique are intent on banning them.29
However, the promise of genetics “to have the capacity to make the dream of the
healthy child a reality”30 is a compelling argument. Nonetheless, without supporting or
rejecting this argument, the possibility to allow gene editing techniques in human
embryos in clinical trials (like CRISPR/Cas9 technique) demands a new mode of
analysis for future scenarios. In this paper, we will be addressing an illustrative case in
which one of these gene editing techniques in human embryos is accepted and
year, the first cloned embryo from human somatic cells was created (See: Devolder, Katrien, and Julian
Savulescu. "The moral imperative to conduct embryonic stem cell and cloning research." Cambridge
Quarterly of Healthcare Ethics 15.01 (2006): 7-21). Later, in February 2015, the use of mitochondrial
donations techniques, as Maternal Spindle Transfer (MST), and Pronuclear Transfer (PNT) to avoid
serious mitochondrial disease was approved.
27
Rao Passi G. Gene Editing of Human Embryos. Indian Pediatrics, Volume 52, 15 June 2015 [online].
28
McLean, Sheila A. M. "The gene genie: good fairy or wicked witch?." Studies in History and Philosophy
of Science Part C: Studies in History and Philosophy of Biological and Biomedical Sciences 32.4 (2001):
723-739, page 724.
29
There are many legal, social and ethical issues related to these techniques. For example, the respect
of human life; the respect of autonomy and privacy is “related to individuals who cannot give consent
to be genetically tested”, or our responsibility to future generations (See: International Bioethics
Committee. "Report of the IBC on updating its reflection on the human genome and human rights." United
Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization, Paris (2015), para 16 and 106.); the scope of
the technique and the potential to change so many aspects of the genome and its accuracy;
discrimination and “the lack of respect for people who have genetic diseases by viewing not only the
conditions as ‘undesirable’ but also the existence of such people in society” (Newson, Ainsley J., and
Anthony Wrigley. Identifying key developments, issues and questions relating to techniques of genome
editing with engineered nucleases. Nuffield Council on Bioethics, 2015, para 43 (b).); human
enhancement and designer babies concerns; safety, the uncertainty over the effects increases the risk
of inaccurate editing (off-target mutations) or incomplete editing (mosaicism), which can result in
significant defects, disabilities and unknown problems to the future person. ; altering the human germline
as a line in the sand that perhaps should not be crossed, passing down both ‘healthy and safe’ genes and
genetic mutations to future generations (National Institute of Health. Statement on NIH funding of
research using gene-editing technologies in human embryos, April 29, 2015), just to mention some of
them. We will not addressed all of them in this dissertation, in order to don’t get confused with the
different ethical arguments and the possible harm for future persons.
30
McLean, Sheila A. M. "The gene genie: good fairy or wicked witch?." Studies in History and Philosophy
of Science Part C: Studies in History and Philosophy of Biological and Biomedical Sciences 32.4 (2001):
723-739, page 726.
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allowed31 in clinical trials. We will be arguing whether the use of this technique will
possibly harm future persons (who will be born with a genetic modification) and will
attempt to discern the possible types of harm that may be inflicted.

31

By “accepted and allowed”, we are assuming that most of the ethical and legal issues has been
overtaken, and the technique is safe enough to be applied in human beings.
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CHAPTER 2
Future persons
The consequences of introducing the aforementioned genetic modification techniques
will, definitely, have implications for future persons. In this section, we will define who do
we think future persons are, we will highlight some of the important debates that have
been raised around the concept, and we will discuss if we owe, now, any duty to them.
2.1. Our ability to affect future persons
The impact of our choice to allow gene-editing techniques on future persons, “who at
present have no voice in these decisions, are profound beyond comprehension.”32 Our
ability to affect future persons, negatively or positively, is immense.33 We are currently
being ‘hooked’34 on science and technology, and both have “given us an unprecedented
ability to foresee the long-term consequences of our acts, our innovations, and our
policies.”35 The idea of responsibility towards future generations has, firstly, been known
in International Law concerning environmental damage.36 Environmental duties,37 which
later became obligations,38 late back to the year 189339 and subsequently were included

32

Partridge E. Introduction. In Partridge, Ernest. ed. Responsibilities to future generations: environmental
ethics. Prometheus Books, 1980, page 1.
33
Ibid, page 2.
34
Ibid, page 3.
35
Ibid, page 1.
36
Sands, P. “Protecting Future Generations: Precedents and Practicalities.” In Agius Emmanuel, Busuttil
Salvino (Ed.), Future generations and international law. London: Earthscan Publications Ltda; 1998, page
84.
37
“In the contexts of the dispute between Hungary and Slovakia over the construction of the GabcikovoNagymaros dam on the Danube, the former has invoke the concept of preserving species for future
generations as a ‘moral obligation’ (but not as an international legal obligation).” In reference to the
Declaration of Hungary International Legal Materials, vol 32 p1247 (1993), Sands, P. “Protecting Future
Generations: Precedents and Practicalities.” In Agius Emmanuel, Busuttil Salvino (Ed.), Future
generations and international law. London: Earthscan Publications Ltda; 1998, page 84.
38
The United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED) recognized the idea of the
protection of future persons needs and interests (as an obligation). See: Sands, P. “Protecting Future
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in many treaties

40

and non-binding international documents. In reference to

environmental issues, we can easily foresee the necessities of future persons, like the
need of food, clean water or natural resources for their future life and welfare. These
necessities “can be seems as being in grave jeopardy now, and we know this now.”41
Even though this is a valid reason to act or to preserve the environment for future
persons, the reasons for acting or protecting future persons that may be harmed by the
use of genetic modification techniques are not as straightforward as environmental
duties.
2.2. Range of analysis of this paper
For some, “the morally significant aspect of how we conduct ourselves as agents lies in
the consequences our conduct has for each and every person who ever lives”42 is an
outwardly plain43 ‘idea’.44 Then, the choices that we make are morally wrong only if it
negatively affects some person. 45 Thus, considering this ‘idea’ through the lens of
consequentialist46 theory, then, the consequences of our conduct should maximise the
Generations: Precedents and Practicalities.” In Agius Emmanuel, Busuttil Salvino (Ed.), Future
generations and international law. London: Earthscan Publications Ltda; 1998, page 84.
39
Position held by the United States in the Pacific Fur Seal Arbitration case. See: Sands, P. “Protecting
Future Generations: Precedents and Practicalities.” In Agius Emmanuel, Busuttil Salvino (Ed.), Future
generations and international law. London: Earthscan Publications Ltda; 1998, page 84.
40
For instance, the 1946 International Whaling Convention; the 1968 African Conservation Convention;
the 1972 World Heritage Convention; the 1972 Stockholm Declaration; UN General Assembly Resolution
35/8 on ‘Historical Responsibility of States for the Preservation of Nature for Present and Future
Generations’ of 30 October 1980.
41
Partridge E. Introduction. In Partridge, Ernest. ed. Responsibilities to future generations: environmental
ethics. Prometheus Books, 1980, page 2.
42
Roberts, Melinda A. Child versus childmaker: future persons and present duties in ethics and the law.
Rowman & Littlefield, 1998, page 1.
43
See more: Roberts, Melinda A. "Is the person-affecting intuition paradoxical?." Theory and Decision
55.1 (2003): 1-44.
44
This idea is also known as the so-called ‘person-affecting intuition’ argument, which had been
suggested first by John Broome (Broome, John. "Counting the cost of global warming." Cambridge: White
Horse, 1992, 124) and then by Larry S. Temkin (Temkin, Larry S. "Intransitivity and the mere addition
paradox." Philosophy & public affairs (1987): 138-187).
45
Roberts, Melinda A. "Is the person-affecting intuition paradoxical?." Theory and Decision 55.1 (2003):
1-44.
46
There are several forms of consequentialist, for instance, “the person-affecting intuition [which] requires
that agents bring about the greatest amount of good that they can bring about… [or] to maximized the
good.” (Ibid, pages 1 and 4) In general terms, it refers that the ultimate moral aim is that outcomes be as
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good47 – so do not wrong some person – and should try to distinguish between the
people who may be wronged.48
The persons who may be wronged by the consequences of our choices can be
identified as: those who exist now (‘existing’ persons); those who could have but will
never exist (‘merely possible’ persons); and those who do not exist but will in the future
(‘future’ persons).49 The main distinctions between these groups of persons are their
temporal and moral status 50 and the relationship between them in the lens of
responsibilities and duty to protect each other.51
Even though all these groups of people can be wronged by the consequences of our
choices, it is relevant to make some distinctions in order to clarify the range of analysis
of this paper. Firstly, because genetic modification techniques can be applied on human
embryos only for research purposes,52 we will not address the possible harm of ‘existing’
persons, since there is no living person who has been born after the use of these
techniques. Secondly, we will not be discussing whether these techniques are medically
effective or not. On the contrary, we will assume a future scenario in which these
techniques are safe enough to be applied in clinical trials, hence settling many of the
ethical concerns surrounding health risks.53 Thirdly, for this paper, we will focus only on

good as possible. (Parfit, Derek. Reasons and persons. OUP Oxford, 1984, page 24). In other words,
“consequences that do not make some person´s life better do not add to the moral value that a world has.”
(Roberts, Melinda A. Child versus childmaker: future persons and present duties in ethics and the law.
Rowman & Littlefield, 1998, page 1)
47
Maximising the good, encompasses positive acts, taking no action at all, and preventing other actions
from happening. However, the aim of this paper is not to make distinctions between acts or omission, or
between acts that “promote the good and those that prevent the bad.” (Roberts, Melinda A. Child versus
childmaker: future persons and present duties in ethics and the law. Rowman & Littlefield, 1998, pages 1,
4 and 11)
48
Ibid, page 2.
49
Ibid, page 2.
50
Ibid, page 10.
51
For example, “[d]o we owe existing people more than we owe future people? Do we ever wrong people
by bringing them into existence? It is possible to wrong merely possible people by, say, having failed to
bring them to existence? (See: Ibid, page 10).
52
Only in the United Kingdom, as it was explained in Chapter 1. In fact, it is the first time in history that
this type of research is going to be performed with the approval of a governmental authority.
53
As it was mentioned in Chapter 1. Even though the importance of each of these debates, for this paper,
we will not address any of them since our ilustrative case assumes that all of them have been already
solved.
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the possible harm towards ‘future’ persons and not ‘merely possible’ persons.54 For our
illustrative case, the consequences of our choices may affect future persons after they
are born, thus, ‘merely possible’ persons cannot be harmed by our choices if they will
never exist. In addition, it may also look like the beginning of a debate between a
person´s existence and non-existence.55 However, we will assume that they will exist
and that our choices may harm future persons, but their factual existence will not be in
danger.
In the use of some prenatal testing and diagnosis, for instance preimplantation genetic
diagnosis (PGD) technique,56 the reproductive selection and later choose between one
embryo and another to be implanted in a woman´s uterus, may create different persons.
This assumption raises different questions and debates whether abortion is morally
wrong, whether unborn children or embryos that will never exist lack of moral status57 or
whether “the termination in medical context of human life, without the consent of the
human whose life is terminated”58 is illegal. For these reason, we need to make an
additional distinction between these concepts. Unborn children, embryos and foetus
have different moral and legal recognition in different countries. However, our analysis
will be focused on a group of persons who has no legal or moral recognition at all. We
will assume that the technique per se is not inflicting any harm, thus, embryos, foetus or
unborn children are not being affected. We will not base our analysis on these debates
nor religious, metaphysical perspectives, opinions or views about afterlife postulations
or wrongful life cases.59

54

The concerns over ‘merely possible’ persons are also relevant when we refer, for example, to
reproductive rights and the ‘choice to reproduce or not’. Even though these are important issues, we do
not address them here.
55
We will discuss later, in Chapter 3, the importance of the debate between existence and non-existence
and the partial applicability of Derek Partif´s ‘Non-Identity problem’ to our paper.
56
Assisted reproductive technologies (ART), like in-vitro fertilisation (IVF), apply the PGD technique in
order to remove eggs from women´s ovaries before they are fertilised with sperm in a laboratory. Then,
the embryo(s) without the genetic disorder is identified, chosen and re-implanted in the uterus.
57
Roberts, Melinda A. Abortion and the moral significance of merely possible persons: finding middle
ground in hard cases. Vol. 107. Springer Science & Business Media, 2010, page 41.
58
Elliot, Robert. "Identity and the ethics of gene therapy." Bioethics 7.1 (1993): 27-40, page 27.
59
These debates are related to the used of genetic modify techniques, but for this paper, we will focus
only on future persons that will exist in the future.
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2.3. Who do we consider a ‘future person’?
Future persons can be conceptualised as those who will be living later but who do not
exist now.60 Future persons are not distant persons because the consequences of our
choices can harm them;61 nor actual persons because their “lifespans will not overlap
with ours”62 and they will not become a person “at least several decades from now”.63 In
the future, as we have seen in Chapter 1, genetic modification techniques prior to birth
may be applied in clinical trials. This paper will focus on future persons that clearly are
“not someone who might exist, but someone who will exist”64 with their genetic makeup
modified by the use of these techniques.
2.3.1. Duties towards future persons
Hippocrates famously extolled two important benchmarks in the treatment of disease:
“to help, or at least to do no harm”.65 This principle means that we are both morally
responsible for the consequences of our actions and for the consequences of our
omissions,66 at least when we have a duty to act. In any society, people´s interests are
constantly interacting. We are “obviously linked together tightly in a cause-and-effect
chain.”67 Thus, conflicts will eventually arise resulting, sometimes, in actions that may
threaten or damage others. “[W]e must ‘answer’ to someone for [these] acts after we
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commit them”,68 meaning to have ‘responsibility’ over them. If the consequences of our
choices would impact future persons, positively or negatively, then we should be
responsible for those choices.
Nonetheless, it is complex to feature our obligations towards future persons. According
to the ‘lifespan’ view of morality, people “who matter morally at present are exclusively
the living ones” 69 assuring that they, as recipients, have “determinate identities.” 70
Future persons do not exist yet, so it is not possible to have a moral relationship with
them.71 Reciprocity is, usually, how obligations can be featured.72 It means that if future
generations will not be able to give anything in exchange or do anything for us, then we
are not obey to do anything for them either. Self-interests, on the other hand, can be
seen also as a feature of obligations. The duty of protecting the environment, for
example, can be justified because we are not only protecting future persons´ interests
but also our present health.73
As features of obligations, both the application of reciprocity and self-interest74 can be
challenged. 75 Firstly, none of these postulates fully deny the moral value of future
persons, but argue that “we can[not] have duties to them.”76 Secondly, we can apply the
principles of benevolence and non-maleficence, or the ‘do no harm’ principle for future
persons, since we are morally responsible for the consequences of our actions. Thirdly,
the use of genetic modification techniques prior to birth are not assuring any present
benefit nor producing a social welfare for the community as a whole in present time.
However, the consequences of our choices will affect future persons, thus, we are
responsible for the impact these choices have on coming generations.
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2.3.2. Different duties to different groups of persons
Many people argue that we have moral duties77 towards future persons, and that we
should value and care about their welfare.78 Even though the existence of these moral
responsibilities is not fully denied, 79 some 80 argue that they cannot “properly be
categorized as rights of future persons.” 81 The ‘obligations’ that we have for future
persons are not the same as the ones that we have for people who exist now. 82
“Obligations to future generations are essentially an obligation to produce – or to
attempt to produce – a desirable state of affairs for the community of the future, to
promote conditions of good living for future generations. The many things that we are
obliged to do are founded upon this obligation.”83 Thus, obligations to future persons are
not immediate or specific legal codes with detailed duties84 – we do not have specific
acts to do (or to refrain from doing) towards future persons.
Likewise, these duties are ‘special’ because they are owed to someone who does not
yet exist, so they are owed to an unspecified person.85 If we say that we owe, at least,
moral duties to future persons, then they are not “merely an incidental beneficiary”86 of
77
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them. Instead, we are accepting that future persons have a “presumptive right to it and
can assert a claim against [us] for it”. 87 Therefore, we can affirm that future persons
have conditional claims for presumptive rights, but do not have full rights yet.88 It is
worth highlighting that making a claim is different to having a claim. 89 The fact that
future persons do not yet exist should not prevent them from being covered by
conditional claims – conditional to their existence - that cannot be demand by them at a
point in time, but that will become ‘enforceable’ when they exist. Furthermore, since we
are assuming that they will exist in the future, their claims are not fictitious but
conditional.90 The same argument can be made for their presumptive rights.
In sum, we are not arguing whether we need to balance between obligations for future
generations against our obligations to the present generations.91 But, we are saying that
those obligations are different, and that we owe, at least, a moral duty to respect future
persons because they have presumptive rights with conditional claims. “If future
generations do not exist for us, we can, nonetheless, be certain that we will have
existed for them.” 92 Our attempts to use techniques that will introduce irreversible
changes in their genetic makeup that cannot be undone, means that “we would, in effect,
have imposed ourselves upon them, leaving them no option but to accept our legacy.”93
The fact that future persons do not exist yet should not be translated to future persons
having lesser moral status than ‘existing’ persons nor that we are not constrain to
behave properly in order to care about them as we do with ‘existing’ persons.94 Certainly,
we can claim that we have moral obligations towards future persons, thus, we should
abstain from making choices now that may harm them in the future.
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Chapter 3
Harm
Our choices have consequences, both positive and negative, for future persons. Hence,
we could claim that we have moral obligations towards them, and should refrain from
making current choices that may harm them in the future. For our illustrative case, firstly,
we will establish what we consider to be harm; secondly, we will define a baseline or
starting point from which we may consider the existence of harm of future persons; and
thirdly, we will discuss the possible ways they can be harmed.
At its core,95 consequentalist theory concerns the maximization of the good96 (which
could be interpreted as the absence of wrongdoing to some person), hence, we can say
that it also concerns harm. Thus, harm may be defined as any diminution or decrease in
the baseline level 97 of a person´s welfare, where welfare encompasses more than
simple physical or psychological aspects.98 In our illustrative case, genetic modification
techniques may harm future persons, but it “is not a harm that will arise in every
circumstances”99 nor a harm that is ordinary or objectively identifiable. The harm we
identify is not the mechanical collection and modification of the genome, but rather it is
“finding oneself… or being unconsentedly placed in (whether one discovers it or not)”100
95
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a situation where our genetic makeup has been modified prior to our existence. For this
reason, it is essential to facilitate a broader and more open discussion about possible
non-ordinary harm towards future persons and an appropriate baseline level for these
types of harm.
3.1. Baseline
John Stuart Mill´s ‘Principle of Harm’ (stated in his essay On Liberty101) asserts that the
only justifiable way that a state can interfere with the liberty of individuals is by
preventing harm to others.102 Mill´s intentions were to construct a general and very
simple principle that can be capable of governing individuals among society.103 The
intervention104 in people´s right to liberty over their actions or omission against their will
intends must intend to prevent the harm of the interests of others.105 Mill “never clearly
indicates where to draw the line on “harm”.”106 Many scholars have proposed different
restrictions on what can be qualified as ´harm´,107 most referring to the violation of
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existing rights or interests.108 For future persons (with presumptive rights only), then, we
should propose a different baseline for the possible harm inflicted.
In reference to Mill´s notion of harm,109 we can say that a conduct is ‘harmful’ if and only
if a person is ‘worse off’ as a consequence of that conduct. Being ‘worse off’ means a
detrimental variation in state relative to a previous state in which the person is ‘better
off’.110 111 Thus, the genetic modification prior to birth is harmful to the future person who
will be born with a ´new’ genetic makeup if and only if the future person is ‘worse off’
after this genetic modification, and the harm to its genetic integrity is caused by the
genetic modification.112 This comparative account of harm113 implies a comparison of a
previous state when the person was ‘better off’.114 However, given the fact that existing
is always preferred to not existing,115 and given the fact that future persons do not exist
at the time of the genetic modification, this comparative account fails to identify any
harm inflicted upon the genetically modified person prior to birth.
By using a non-comparative account of harm, on the other hand, we can say “an action
harms a person if it causes that person to be in a bad state.”116 A ‘bad state’ is bad in
itself, and not because it has been compared with a ‘good state’ or with a previously
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established baseline. 117 Hence, future persons may possibly be harmed under this
framework. Here, harm does not necessarily depend on a comparison of a previous
state, but instead on an act (or choice) that harms them.
In addition to the complexity of creating a baseline under these circumstances, future
persons may be harmed but they may also be ‘better off’. By ‘better off’ we are referring
to the fact that the genetic modification prior to birth will change a specific gene, which
will prevent future persons from suffering a deadly genetic disease during their lifetime.
Future persons, then, may be harmed by someone´s action even though they will
actually be ‘better off’ with their ´new´ genetic makeup relative to the one that they were
supposed to be born with but for the genetic modification.118 Hence, this paper proposes
that a counterfactual baseline119 is appropriate for our illustrative case. Future persons
are harmed by someone´s act, when they are thus made ‘worse off’ in comparison to a
situation where someone doesn't perform the act. 120
The application of this baseline needs to take into account some specific considerations.
Firstly, we are not arguing that this baseline should be generally applied for all cases of
possible harm towards future persons, but for our illustrative case only. There is no
exact formula for this baseline, so it will depend on the different interpretations and
forms of harm. Secondly, we are not addressing the harms associated omissions.121 For
our illustrative case, if this act doesn't occur, future persons would certainly suffer a
deadly genetic disease during their lifetime. Thus, if the genetic modification is not
causing ordinary harm to future persons and if is the use of the genetic modification
117
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technique is also not causing harm per se (because we suppose that the techniques are
safe and risk-free), then what is being harmed?
3.2. What is being harmed?
As consequences of different types of wrongdoings, people may suffer different types of
harms, for example, physical harm, in reference to the body; emotional harm, in
reference to the ability to express emotions; or psychological harm, in reference to the
mind and cognitive processes.122 For our illustrative case, we will discuss the possibility
of future persons being harmed, physically and psychologically (i.e. ordinary harm), as
well as a more extended view of those harms: harm to their genetic identity and genetic
integrity.123
Physical harm includes a wrongdoing upon someone´s else body, goods, land,
economic interests, liberty or reputation.124 In our illustrative case, at the time of the
putative harm, future persons have no legal recognition, no existing rights or physical
body that can be damaged, thus, there is no ordinary physical harm. Psychological
harm, on the other hand, is more complicated. People vary in the way they assimilate
and manage information that may cause psychological harm. 125 On the one hand,
knowing about (and modifying) our genetic information “can be helpful for preventing
and treating diseases.” 126 On the other hand, “upon learning that he or she has
unconsentedly been placed in a situation in which he or she”127 has been genetically
modified may possibly cause extensive psychological injury, including “anxiety,
122
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uncertainty [becoming] a significant moral burden.” 128 The possible psychological
distress will depend on the person. For our illustrative case, if this unconsented genetic
modification does not occur, future persons would certainly suffer a deadly genetic
disease during their lifetime. If the single intention was to prevent such a genetic
condition in the future, the psychological harm associated with discovering that we were
genetically modified prior to birth seems far less compelling.
We want, and expect, to have control over our body, and this includes control over our
genetic information. However, the “unconsented placement of ourselves by others” 129 in
a situation where our genetic information has been modified, certainly, detracts from our
control over our body. This lack of the control comprises of our genetic identity and
genetic integrity.130 Thus, we may argue that the loss of control over future persons´
genetic makeup constitutes harm.131 In order to discuss the possible harm to future
persons’ genetic identity, it is important to understand the construction of personal
identity.
3.2.1. Harm to personal identity
Noam Zohar believed that genetic procedures should not be permitted as a treatment
under “the special moral duty of providing health care.”132 These procedures would not
directly benefit and may even harm future persons, thus, they do not qualify as
therapies. This argument, made by Zohar, clearly states the importance of “the basic
philosophical problem of personal identity persisting through significant alterations especially the alteration of genotype.”133
“The question of what constitutes personal identity is not a new one, but it has been
128
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given a new twist in the light of developments in human genome analysis.”134 For many
years, psychological and physical features were the main criterions of the concept of
personal identity.135 Based on this features, many philosophers have also discussed the
importance of the criterion of identity over-time,136 as well as the continuity of the body
and the mind. 137 All these theories of identity are predominantly focused on how
personal identity is constructed after the person is born, and how identity can change
during a lifetime – the continuity over time requirement. The putative harm on future
persons´ identity may occur in a previous state when they are not persons yet. Thus,
there is not clear interruption to psychological or physical continuity.
In addition, the change in the genetic makeup, which aims to alleviate genetic
conditions, will have a delayed effect on future persons. 138 The impact or change will
be felt only after they become ‘existing’ persons. Thus, the modification “is not itself
massively disruptive of psychological continuity.” 139 The genetic modification will
determine a future person´s health condition, but will still remain “a psychological
continuity between all stages of the persons”140 after they are born. Hence, there is no
ordinary harm inflicted to future person´s personal identity under these circumstances
134
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either.
The development of personal identity includes internal and socio-contextual
dimensions.141 “Because identity is a transitive relation, the criterion of identity must be
a transitive relation.” 142 In fact, according to Erikson (1968), identity has bipolar
dimensions representing, first, the transition between childhood and adult identification
resulting in self-identified ideas, and second, the inability to work out all these transitions
and different ideas to have an adult identity. 143 Indeed, identity can be constructed
through the person´s life cycle, from childhood to adolescence to adulthood.144 Memory
theory, for instance, appears to work only from childhood whence people remember
themselves, and not before.145 Most recently, postmodern theorists have argued that
identity is not based on biological matters, but rather that it is a social or individual
construction.146 If identity is transitive and a continuous construction during our lifetime
starting from childhood, then, the genetic modification prior to birth cannot harm this
development path either.
3.2.1.1. Derek Parfit´s Non-Identity Problem
At first might seem that we are entering in Derek Parfit´s ‘Non-Identity Problem’, but
there is an important distinction between the definition of identity that we have
mentioned (about continuity and construction over-time) and the debate about existence
or non-existence of future persons. According to Parfit, the consequences of our
choices will affect the number of people who will exist in the future as well as their
141
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identity or whom they are when they exist.147 For Parfit, “an action, state of affairs, or
world, cannot be wrong, or bad, unless it would wrong, or be bad for, someone.”148
Something bad, even though it does not have an impact now may be bad for someone
in the future.149 Our choices will not be bad for anyone now but may have negative
effects on future persons, so we have a moral reason not to make these choices.150 For
instance, if we choose to delay conception by a month, the future person who will exist
would not be the same person that would have existed if we had have chosen to
conceive immediately. Hence, according to the Non-Identity Problem, we have affected
the latter by not letting him/her to exist,151 which reflects how “easily [we can] affect the
identities of future people.”152 Parfit´s argument take us into debates about how “life
cannot be judged to be either better or worse than nonexistence,”153 or how a life worth
living or worth not living will be better than nothing or than non-existence.154
Parfit´s philosophical paradigms155 can be applied in our illustrative case as follows:
firstly, some persons have lives so tragic that life itself is harmful; secondly, despite the
harm that may be caused, they exist and have, at least, a decent life to live.156 In
reference to the aforementioned counterfactual baseline, future persons would certainly
suffer a deadly genetic disease during their lifetime without the genetic modification;
thus, their lives may be so tragic that life itself will be harmful. Hence, the intrusion of
147
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their genetic makeup may be justified and headed by necessity. The necessity, in our
case, exists because if this act doesn't occur, future persons would certainly suffer a
deadly genetic condition. Despite the intrusion, they will exist and have, at least, a
decent life to live.
The non-identity problem, and especially the argument between existence and nonexistence, is problematic. We may try to compare concepts out of our range of
knowledge, like non-existence with life itself.157 Some argue that the intrusion to future
persons’ genetic integrity is only justified if without it they would not have been
conceived. 158 This argument may be too strict, but it cannot be totally disregarded,
especially in circumstances where the future persons´ genetic modification would
always be better than not being born. However, our illustrative case refers to the notions
of possible harm inflicted to future persons as a consequence of being genetically
modified, but not to the possibility of existence of future persons. We are assuming that
they will exist.
Parfits´ argument can be applied in the analysis of how our choices can affect future
persons and how their life will be ‘better off’ even though a possible harm may be
inflicted – justified harm. “We should revise the ordinary use of the word ‘harm.’ If what
we are doing will not be worse for some other person, or will even be better for this
person, we are not, in a morally relevant sense, harming this person.”159 The genetic
modification per se will not necessarily harm future persons according to physical or
psychological identity criterions. Thus, future persons may be harmed in some other
ways, for instance, with respect to their genetic identity and genetic integrity.
3.2.2. Harm to genetic Identity
Extentions to the aforementioned philosophical postures are being developed. Now
there is “a new type of physical account, [which] has been the interpretation of personal
157
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identity as consisting in the genes.”160 In addition, identity can be also seen “as certain
properties of the person [including] certain [features such as] sex, ethnicity or
personality”.161 Hence, the possible harm to future persons´ identity should be analysed
considering all these different features. In a similar vein to Kristin Zeiler,162 we are
shifting from the classic considerations of what constitutes a person,163 to a focus on
future persons as genetic persons and the possible harm to their genetic integrity.
Genes are claimed to be physical features of personal identity, so they “are subject to
the problems of how to account for division.”164 A human genome, for instance, “is the
sum of the estimated three billion pairs of bases that form the approximately twentyeight thousand to thirty-five thousand genes in humans.”165 Each person (and each
future person) has (and will have) their own and unique genome, which is part of the
physical account of their genetic identity. 166 The idea that genes are part of
psychological features, on the other hand, is not as simple as that of physical features.
There is still no exact answer to the question of “what degree our genes determine the
kind of character and psychological characteristics that we develop.”167 However, our
genetic makeup contains ‘information’ that is going to be passed onto the genes of our
descendants and will thus determine our genetic heritage. Hence, this information will
form part of our psychological characteristics but in itself cannot clearly determine our
personal identity.
Some may argue that in order to do no harm to someone´s genetic identity, not all but
most of the genome must remain the same.168 Thus, what sort of changes may be
considered as an ordinary harm to future persons´ genetic identity and in what
160
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extension would this change “count as losing the properties that define someone as a
person”? 169 The foundation of the idea of genetic information, from a functional
perspective, is that the “essential identity of the whole is in the organization and
interrelationship of its parts - and it is this which is encoded in the genetic ‘blueprint’.”170
Thus, a minimal change will not affect future person’s phenotype.171 In our case, there
will be a genetic alteration but not necessarily enough to change future persons´ genetic
identity172 or their phenotype; thus, future persons will remain approximately genetically
identical over-time.173 Being genetically identical over-time means that the person “is the
same as regards a certain gene or certain genes” (and not necessarily the whole
genome).”174 Identity is the construction of many different features that change over
time. Hence, the genetic modification will partially modify a specific part of one of these
features, but does not necessarily imply harm in the way we construct our identity as
persons.175
Genetics do not determine the whole identity of future persons,176 thus, a small and
specific genetic modification in their genetic makeup does not clearly harm their identity.
However, we cannot imply that “[o]ur genes may [not] play a very important role in our
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sense of who we are”177 nor that there is not a relationship between future persons´
genetic information and their identity.178
Additionally, because of constant natural mutations in our genome during our lifetime,
exact genomic identity is not possible.179 If the genome is going to change over time, we
cannot argue that the genetic modification prior to birth is clearly harming future
persons´ genetic identity. However, if we distinguish between natural mutations180 and
mutations resulting from human intervention, then a possible harm may be identified.
3.3. Genetic integrity
In accordance with Kristin Zeiler, we also believe that genetics have an impact on
identity. The philosophical postures of identity can be brought together, creating a ‘multilayered’ concept of identity, in order to expand the possible harm that may be inflicted
on future persons.181
The concept of ‘genetic integrity’ is not new, but it has been predominantly used in
reference to animals and plants rather than human beings. Jan Vorstenbosch, in 1993,
questions whether genetic modification on animals can be also stated in terms of
integrity.182 For him, integrity meant “'wholeness', 'intactness', [and] an 'unharmed or
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undamaged' state of something, presumably a living being.”183 Genetic integrity, then, is
the condition of the genome being ‘whole’ or undivided,184 which includes not only the
“the sum of the estimated three billion pairs of bases that form the approximately
twenty-eight thousand to thirty-five thousand genes in humans”,

185

but also the

combination of all the different criterions of personal identity (including traditional
features of identity, genetic identity, and the additional properties of identity).
Genetic integrity may have different subjects such as animals, plants or human beings.
For our illustrative case, the subjects who are being harmed are future persons,
because even if they do not exist at the time of the genetic modification, they do exist as
genetic persons. This special categorisation of future persons as genetic persons may
allow us to extend the protection of some legal frameworks towards future persons.
The definition of genetic integrity is linked to genetic modifications through human
actions and the moral responsibilities of these actions.186 The condition of the genome
being undivided implies that any intrusion will jeopardise future persons’ genetic
integrity. Hence, this definition could address concerns about the moral responsibility of
the consequences of the intrusion in the wholeness of the genome.
The next question to answer is the extent to which future person´s genetic integrity is
the same before and after this intrusion. 187 Kristin Zeiler has tried to answer this
question in similar circumstances. She uses a multi-layered concept of identity-overtime, where personal identity-over-time is understood to be one layer and genomic
identity-over-time as another layer.188 This differentiation between layers allows Zeiler to
have grades of difference, where a person can be identical to someone else with
respect to one layer, but different with respect to another layer.189
183
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However, our argument may go further than this. We consider all the different features
of identity-over-time not as different layers, but as a single construction that includes all
layers as a ‘whole’: genetic integrity. Genetic integrity cannot be decomposed into
different layers because they are mutually integrated, and part of a whole genetic
person. Hence, individually, any of these features cannot clearly determine a person´s
identity by itself.190 Thus, the magnitude of the genetic modification does not matter in
determining the harm to future persons´ genetic integrity, just that an intrusion occurred.
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CHAPTER 4
Conventional legal analysis of harm
The intrusion on future person’s genetic makeup may unconventionally harm their
genetic integrity. In this Chapter, we will address the possible ways to extend the
application of some of the current legal frameworks in order to be applicable for future
persons. We will address the conventional legal analysis of harm, using the law of tort
as a reference, and the reasons why this conventional analysis is not appropriate for our
illustrative case. Moreover, we will analyse the protection of personal identity and
personal integrity under the international law of human rights, and see if this protection
can be extended to future person´s genetic integrity.
4.1. Legal Wrongs
For legal wrongs, the law will usually have a form of redress for the victim or claimant.191
The law of tort is applied by courts in civil procedures sustained by someone who claims
to have suffered injury or damage as a result of the wrongful act of another,192 and its
main role is to compensate the victim and to vindicate essential rights that were
inflicted.193 So, the law of tort “is about when ‘liability’ exists, and ‘a tort’ is conduct
which renders the defendant liable unless he has some defence.”194 Hence, not all acts
or omissions that contradict a moral code or that are socially unacceptable can be
considered as tort. Liability “arises from the breach of a duty primarily fixed by law”195
and varies in accordance to the type of tort that is being claimed. The court will use a
‘conventional analysis’ of elements like liability, intentional injury, justifiable conduct,
191
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magnitude of harm, and the proximity between the claimant and the defendant. Such
conventional legal analysis is readily applicable to ordinary and straightforward harm,196
such as a wrongdoing over someone else´s body, goods, land, economic interests,
liberty or reputation.197
In addition, some tort cases require the analysis of the intention of the defendant, which
can only be deduced by its conduct.198 Intention can be inferred by the claimant´s
knowledge of the consequences of his actions and the desire to bring about those
consequences.199 In our illustrative case, whereby the defendant acts intentionally with
full knowledge of the result of the technique, and whereby the harm seems to be
justified by the improvement of the quality of life of the person in the future. Hence, the
intention is clear - to avoid future persons from suffering a genetic condition; the harm is
known – the intrusion to future person’s genetic integrity; thus, the desire to act may be
justifiable.
The conventional legal analysis focuses on loss, such as injuries, loss of earning
capacity and loss of property. Nonetheless, our illustrative scenario does not concern
something being ´lost’. On the contrary, future persons are genetically modified in order
to avoid a future loss, like being a victim of a genetic condition that may cause them a
premature death.
4.1.1. The law of tort as a reference
In a tort case, in which ‘A hurt B’, the conventional analysis is required to answer three
main questions. Firstly, what did A do (conduct)? Secondly, what did B suffer as a
consequence (effect of the conduct - harm)? And thirdly, is the suffering the result of A´s
conduct (causation)?200
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Conduct: A´s conduct can include actions and omissions.201 Was A´s conduct
inappropriate? Is A to blame? Was A acting without caution? These conducts are
evaluated on what the court thinks was the appropriate, reasonable and reputable way
to act.202 Nonetheless, A´s intention is also a special matter for evaluation. The ‘harm’
that may be inflicted on a future person is done with the intention of avoiding future
genetic conditions. A´s intention is to bring about an outcome that improves B´s welfare,
thus, the court may hold that a real harm is justifiable, thus, there is no tort.203
Harm: In reference to B´s harm, tort law recognise different forms and is
constantly acknowledging new types of harm.204 In some tort cases, the victim has
suffered ordinary physical or psychological harm, and in others, the victim has suffered
no physical harm, but his rights may have been violated. 205 When the law of tort
vindicates rights there is no need to prove the damage, only that the right was
violated.206 However, genetic identity and genetic integrity are neither included in the
interests that are now protected by the law of tort, nor recognised as rights or raised in
any other specific statute.
Causation: The harm or violation must be linked or directly related to A´s
conduct.207 The rules of causation are usually understood as a temporal sequence,208
representing different moments in time, where the claimant was ‘better off’, but through
A´s conduct becomes ‘worse off’. In fact, “[e]ven the thinnest notions of causality place
sequence as a necessary condition: [A] has to precede [B] to be able to cause [B].”209
For our illustrative case (as we explained in Chapter 3 regarding baselines of harm), this
temporal view cannot be clearly applied for future persons. Firstly, because future
persons do not exist at the moment of the act nor do they have ‘existing’ rights, but they
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may be harmed at this previous moment before their legal existence. Secondly, given
the fact that existing is always preferred to not existing, there is no previous state before
their existence when the person was ‘better off’.210
4.1.1.1. Genetic data as personal data
Considering someone´s genetic data as personal data, the unauthorized access or
misuse of that information can be considered as a type of harm that the law
recognizes.211 In principle, only the person who is being genetically tested has the right
to decide to be part of a test and what to do with the information obtained. For future
persons, as a group of “individuals who cannot give consent to be genetically tested”212
the respect of their autonomy and privacy is still widely disputed. 213 Future persons will
be born with a change in their genetic makeup without their consent.214 Under this
circumstance, it is problematic to construct a comprehensive framework of protection
and, legally speaking, we cannot demand the respect of autonomy of someone who
does not exist and who does not have any legal status yet. So, if effective consent
cannot be given, the genetic modification prior to birth should be in their ‘best
interest’.215 As future persons are ‘better off’ with the genetic modification, we may imply
that it is in their best interests.
The length of the application of the ´best interests´ test for future persons may raise
questions as to whether they have rights that should be protected. Nevertheless, this
210
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can be analysed in a more extended view regarding parents´ justifiable decision to
undergo this procedure. The main argument of our illustrative case is that the genetic
modification will help future persons, will be beneficial for their health, and will be in their
‘best interest’. On the contrary, we may also argue that it is not in their ‘best interest’
because we are not truly making our choices to benefit future persons but rather to
avoid the responsibility of taking care of someone who will suffer from a genetic
condition.216 This is in line with our previous criticism of the definitions of health and
disease.
If we say that the harm is not caused by the technique per se, it may be caused by the
unjustifiable reasons of our choices to genetically modify them. Hence, the reasons to
undergo this procedure should be put to the ‘best interest’ test for future persons. This
test “seems [to be] a plausible test for courts to use in determining the permissibility of
the application”217 of these techniques. Thus, we suggest that a “judicial approval on
grounds of best interest should be made a statutory prerequisite of any application of
[genetic modification] techniques” as a way to protect future persons. 218
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people´s lives and over their individuals’ rights.221 The foundation of human rights is that
we all are born free and equal by the virtue of being human beings.222 Thus, human
rights law entails the protection of ‘existing’ persons who are already born.223
The law perceives future persons as persons who lack any recognition of rights
because they do not exist yet. Nevertheless, this legal categorization which disregards
future persons, at least, from presumptive rights, may leave open doors to possible
harm. Future persons will hold the same human rights as we do now; hence, the
possibility of exploting this gap in legal protection raises concerns. “[H]uman rights law
can be seen as the ‘on-going and always failing struggle to close the gap between the
abstract man and the concrete citizen’.” 224 Thus, it might be time to evolve and to
expand the current boundaries of human rights protection in order to include a new
group of pre-existing human beings who may be harmed prior to birth.
4.2.1. Human right to personal identity
Article 8225 of the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR)226 is considered by
the European Court of Human Rights to be a broad term “not susceptible to exhaustive
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definition”,227 which includes “rights protecting the integrity, identity and autonomy of the
person.”228 Hence, the human right to personal identity should be interpreted under the
provision of Article 8 as part of the right to respect for one´s private life. 229 ‘Private life’
encompasses elements of social and physical identity such as gender identification,
sexual orientation and personal development.230
Article 8 protects people from arbitrary intrusions of public authorities.231 Thus, this right
concerns persons´ private sphere, freedom and control over their own affairs and
faculties. 232 “This protection of our inner privacy relates to our identity formation”233
because it preserves the essential conditions “for proper individuation and realization of
the self over time.”234
To extend the range of protection of the human right to personal identity may be
possible by making claims against arbitraries´ intrusions to the physical features of
future persons´ genome. Considering someone´s genetic data as personal data, as we
mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, the unauthorized access or misuse of that
genetic information can be considered as a type of intrusion. Even though future
persons do not exist at the moment of the arbitrary intrusion, their genetic identifiable
information does exist. Hence, this ‘personal data’ (an important part of their future
personal identity) should be protected from intrusions in order to preserve a condition
necessary for proper realization of the self over time.
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4.2.2. Human right to personal integrity
Article 3235 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union236 anchors the
right to personal integrity. In the Inter-American System of Human Rights, the right to
personal integrity has also been recognised in article 5237 of the American Convention
on Human Rights.238 In the ECHR, however, there is no specific article that refers to
personal integrity as such. Nonetheless, articles 8 and 13239 may satisfy the standard of
protection that the right to personal integrity requires. The Court has established that the
right to private life also includes physical, moral and psychological integrity of a
person.240
The history of the application of this right241 suggests that all persons deprived of liberty
must be treated with respect for their personal integrity.242 The infringement of the right
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to physical and mental integrity, then, is a kind of violation that has several gradations
and ranging from torture to other types of humiliation or cruel, inhuman or degrading
treatment.243
To extend the range of protection of this human right may be possible by making claims
against arbitrary intrusions in the genetic person as a ‘whole’. For our illustrative case,
there is no torture, cruel or degrading treatment. Nonetheless, with respect to our
argument that genetic modification may not be in future persons´ ‘best interest’,244 then,
we can imply that the intrusion is based upon unjustifiable reasons. Hence, the act may
be considered as a cruel or inhuman treatment, which diminishes future persons’ value
as persons to merely products that we may want to produce or to discontinue.245
On the other hand, we argue in Chapter 4 that future persons´ genetic integrity cannot
be subdivided into different layers because all of them are mutually integrated and
attached and part of a whole genetic person. Hence, we consider that it is not
necessary to prove the existence of inhuman treatment; instead, the occurrence of an
intrusion that interferes with the wholeness of future persons’ genetic integrity.
4.2.3. General comments
“Genetic ‘identity’ as a notion in and of itself is controversial.”246 Technological advances
in medicine, like prenatal genetic techniques and diagnosis prior to birth, “have led to
arguments that human rights now have a biological dimension.”247 Personal identity
David L., and David L. Richards. "Measuring the level, pattern, and sequence of government respect for
physical integrity rights." International studies quarterly 43.2 (1999): 407-417).
242
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seems not to be ‘complete’ anymore, since we do not have our ‘exact’ genetic
information at hand.248 The ‘language of genetics’, thus, has implications for human
rights law.249
The importance of our genetic information as part of our identity is prevelant. In the UK,
for instance, in cases of Assisted Reproductive Techniques (ART) like gametes
donations, the anonymity of the donor was abolished in 2004.250 The HFEA enabled
donor-conceived children to access the identity of their sperm, egg or embryo donor
upon reaching the age of 18. 251 The change aimed to prevent the ‘genealogical
bewilderment’252 of children who are born by ART, because the right to identity includes
the “right not to be deceived about one´s true origins.”253 Thus, if for gamete donations,
the law already considers the protection of children´s genetic identity, by revealing
information about an act that happened before they exist (when children were only
future persons), then the intrusion to future persons´ genetic integrity may be also
protected using this analogy.
4.3. Unconventional legal analysis
In this paper, we propose an unconventional legal analysis. We acknowledge the need
for further discussion on the issue, thus, we will recommend some important points as
starting point.
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Prenatal genetic modification techniques should not necessarily become a new type of
tort,254 but the law should recognise the existence of a moral duty to protect future
persons, considering them as a new type of victim that can be harmed. The law should
also allow a new type of ‘analysis’ of wrongful acts that will change the conventional
way to address tort actions. For instance, it could extend the analysis of causation
beyond that of linear temporality.255
The law, in general, is capable of developing and adjusting to new scenarios. Thus,
“new heads of liability can come into existence”.256 The harm of future persons may be
addressed in court, “not because of a general theory of liability but because the court
feels that here is a case in which existing principles of liability may properly be
extended.”257
The analysis should neither focus on individual victims nor on ordinary harm, but on the
way public health decisions may affect future persons, and how the recognition of
possible harm can be included in the law in order to safeguard these new victims. For
example, a public health decision, which approves the use of prenatal genetic
modification techniques in clinical trials, will permit an arbitrary intrusion over future
persons´ genetic integrity. Hence, previously, it should establish, firstly, the unique and
justifiable reasons to permit its application; secondly, which modification are going to be
permitted, and lastly, the possible ways to redress the modified person in the future.
Moreover, the special categorisation of future persons as genetic persons may allow
public officers to apply a legal framework towards future persons´ harm. Even though
they do not exist at the time of the genetic modification, their genetic makeup does.
Thus, we may say that future persons already exist as genetic persons, which can be
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categorised as a new group of victims. We have, at least, a moral duty to respect future
persons. “Thus, to the degree that our policy-makers and legislators respond to valid
moral arguments, the interests of future generations will be far better served if we can
succeed in defending the notion that succeeding generations have rights-claims against
the living who, in turn, have the moral duty to respect and respond to these rights.”258
The UK has been one of the pioneers in genetic healthcare and research. The HFE Act
implies a code of what can or cannot be done with the use of gametes and embryos in
fertility treatments and research procedures. However, this paper highlights the need for
additional legal documents that clearly identify the key moral issues of the application of
these techniques. It should not only concern the safety of these techniques, but also
what they could imply for future generations. We may introduce irreversible changes in
future person´s genetic makeup that cannot be undone, which means that we would
have “imposed ourselves upon them, leaving them no option but to accept our
legacy.”259
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CONCLUSION
The decision to allow prenatal genetic techniques in clinical trials would have
consequences, both positive and negative, on future persons. In this paper, we have
addressed an illustrative case in which a prenatal genetic technique is accepted and
allowed in clinical trials. We have explored the possible ways these techniques may
harm future persons (who will be born with a genetic modification) and we have
proposed some possible extensions to the current legal frameworks in order to protect
them. As a conclusion, we consider that because of the possible harm to future
persons´ genetic integrity, the provision of prenatal genetic testing and diagnosis should
take into account the rights and interests of future persons before they carry out genetic
modification.
On the one hand, if these techniques are allowed in clinical trials, a counterfactual
baseline could be applicable. Through this lens, we are not harming future persons, in a
morally relevant sense. On the contrary, we are considering their interests to have a
healthy life in the future.
On the other hand, we develop therapies and treatments because we feel we have the
need or the moral duty to help others. Noam Zohar260 argues, however, this need or
moral duty cannot justify gene therapy. Firstly, because gene therapies disrupt a
person´s identity; secondly, because existing will always be preferred to not existing; 261
and thirdly, because an individual “cannot be harmed by its original genetic constitution,
no matter what unfortunate conditions it produces.”262 Despite the criticism of Zohar´s
arguments, 263 we have formed a similar conclusion in this paper.
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The possible application of this technique could imply further medicalization of society.
We already feel we have the need to diagnose what is wrong or incomplete in our body
and prescribe drugs to be complete again; with this technique, we may do so before we
are born.
The development of these prenatal genetic techniques is still ambiguous, but we claim
in this paper that they will negatively affect future persons. We find that the intrusion of a
future person’s genetic integrity (regardless of the magnitude of the genetic
modification) qualifies as unconventional harm. Thus, we argue that prenatal genetic
testing and diagnosis should not be allowed in clinical trials.
Neither the conventional legal analysis of the law of tort nor the international law of
human rights can clearly and objectively protect future persons’ genetic integrity. This
protection needs to be extended to future persons so that the dignity and living vital
body of someone who will exist in the future will be safeguarded in advance. 264 Future
debates should not only acknowledge the risks of harming the child, but also the
possibility of harming their genetic integrity before they exist. If this harm can “be
avoided only through a ban or restriction,” 265 then, even the most compelling arguments
in favour of these techniques would not undermine the moral obligation to consider
future persons’ interests and rights.
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